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Note :-Attempt ail questions.

L Attempt any four parts : (3.5x4=14)

(a) A spherical surface is uniformry charged. calculate the

electric field inside, on and outside the sphere. plot the

field.

(b) State and prove Stoke,s theorem.

(c) calculate the potential and erectric fierd at any point on the

right bisector of a uniform finite line charge.

(d) Prove the following identities :

(i) A.(BxC) = B.(CxA): C.(AxB)

(ir) Ax(BxC) : B(A.C) _ C(A.B)

(e) State and prove Gauss's law.

(f) Explain the differences between gradient, divergence and

curl.
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(a) Derive the expression for the capacitance of a cylindrical !

capacitor of length 'L'formed by two coaxial cylinders of

radii 'a' and 'b' bY

(D using Gauss's law

(ii) without using Gauss's law'

(b) State and explain the Poisson's equation'

A parallel plate capacitorof width'W' separation of plates

'd'and length 'L'is partially filled with a dielectric slab of \-

permittivity e ,' Prove thatthe force acting on the dielectric

is

F = 
€o E2 

Ld(e. -r)2"
(c) Enlist the properties of conductors' dielectrics and

semiconductors'

3. Attempt anY two Parts : (6x2=12)

(a) Explain the difference between steady magnetic field and

time varying magnetic field with the help of suitable

examPles'

(b) State and explain the Maxwell's equations' Discuss its

PhYsical significance'

(c) Find the expressions of the curl and divergence of a

magnetic field'B''
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4. Attempt any two parts : (6x2=12)
(a) What is a plane wave ? Derive the condition for uniform

plane wave ? Derive the general expression of a unifonn
plane wave and comment on its direction of propagation.

(b) Derive the expressions of the reflection and transmission

coefficients. Derive the relationship between the two.
Explain what is the basis ofthat relationship.

(c) Explain the phenomena of dispersion. What are phase and

group velocities ? Explain taking a suitable example.
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